
CLASSIFYING MERIDIANS

Before you become confused by the liberal use of
synonyms in defining the principal meridians, let’s
tabulate the terms that are interchangeable (Table
7-1). 

Now go back and look at Figures 7-3 through 7-
7 again, this time comparing the location of the FPs
with the Rx (the spheres and cylinders we will place
to correct the refractive error).

In the illustrations, note that whatever the
refraction, the FP nearest the eye is the spheric
meridian; the furthest FP is the cylindric meridian.
Once the spheric is NEUT, the cylindric meridian
is always WITH, which makes it easy to manage
with plus cylinders. (For simplicity, all these exam-
ples are “with the rule,” so we’d place the cylindric
axis at 90.)

Note how the FP in each illustration (Figures 7-
3 through 7-7) would shift to 66 cm by the lens
power applied in that meridian. In each case, would
the Rx neutralize the situation? Do you understand
how the FPs fulfill the characteristics of the princi-
pal meridians listed in Table 7-1? 

ANALYZING THE APPROACH

Before looking at the reflexes, let’s analyze what
we will do when faced with differences in the
meridians. In the series that follows, study the sim-
plified diagram and decide how you would correct
the situation, first with spheres, then with cylin-
ders. Then, read the analysis that follows each
example, making sure you understand the approach
before proceeding.

Simple astigmatism. These really are simple,
because one meridian is already NEUT. Let’s exam-
ine both types of simple astigmatism diagrammati-
cally, seeing ourselves amid the emerging cones of
light (Figures 7-10 and 7-11).

In simple hyperopic astigmatism (SHA) (see Figure
7-10), which is the most common ametropia you
will see, one meridian is NEUT and the other is
WITH. Here we simply add a plus cylinder to the
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What we are actually doing in spherocylin-
dric retinoscopy is first neutralizing the most
refractive corneal meridian (the spheric) with
spheres. Then we add plus to the least refrac-
tive meridian (the cylindric) alone, to make it
equal the power of the spheric. At this point,
both meridians are NEUT, and you have cor-
rected the refractive error!

Table 7-1 

Spheric Meridian Cylindric Meridian
Power Most refractive Least refractive
FP Closest to eye Furthest from eye
Refraction Least hyperopic or most myopic Most hyperopic or least myopic
Neutralization Plus or minus spheres Plus cylinders

Characteristics of the Principal Meridians

Figure 7-10. Simple hyperopic astigma-
tism: we see NEUT at 180, WITH at 90.

Figure 7-11. Simple myopic astigmatism: we see
AGAINST at 180, NEUT at 90.
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